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a b s t r a c t

An ideal haptic device should transmit a wide range of stable impedances with maximum transparency.
When using active actuators, transparency improvement algorithms tend to decrease the range of
attainable impedances. Passive actuators can transmit high impedances stably, but are not sufficient
alone for transparency. In this study, a hybrid force control algorithm employing active and passive
actuators was developed to improve the stable impedance range and transparency in haptic devices.
A new transparency-Z-width plot is proposed as a way to evaluate the stable impedance range and
transparency together. The hybrid control algorithm uses parameters to share the torque demand
between two actuators with smooth transition. These parameters were determined and an artificial
neural network (ANN) was used to extend them to the entire achievable impedance range. The algorithm
was tested experimentally on a 1-DOF haptic device. The transparency experiments employed an
excitation motor located at the user side of the device to evaluate various algorithms in time and
frequency domains. Results showed that the proposed hybrid control algorithm enables simulation of
higher range of impedances with higher transparency than the conventional algorithms.

� 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Haptic devices should transmit wide range of stable imped-
ances while maintaining high transparency. Studies in the litera-
ture concentrated on either increasing stable impedance range or
transparency improvement for haptic devices. However, both of
these performance criteria should be improved and evaluated.

Since the haptic devices operate in contact with the user’s hand,
the energy exchanges between the user’s hand and device. If the
total energy contribution during the interaction period exceeds
the initially stored energy, unstable vibration starts. Therefore,
the energy flowing in a haptic system should not be below the ini-
tial energy to keep the system passive. This is only possible if the
passivity condition is satisfied for a haptic system [1] such that:Z t

0
FhðsÞVhðsÞds P �E0 for t > 0and all admissible FhðtÞ ð1Þ

This equation states that the actuators used in the haptic system
should not transmit excess energy to the user. The main factors
for a haptic device to generate excess energy may include

information loss in A/D and D/A converters, computational delay,
non-zero noise, non-zero phase-lag in velocity/acceleration estima-
tors and sensor signal filters, communication delays or disturbance
compensation algorithms.

‘‘Z-Width’’ plot is used to evaluate the stability of haptic devices.
Colgate et al. proposed this evaluation technique and defined it as
the passive impedance range that can be simulated by a haptic
interface [2]. The Z-width plot illustrates the stable achievable lim-
its of stiffness parameters (K) versus damping parameters (B) for a
virtual wall collision (Fig. 1). The area under the curve indicates the
stability region, which represents the possible combinations of K,
and B parameters that the system can simulate stably in virtual
wall collisions.

The maximum achievable impedance is directly related to the
level of physical damping in haptic systems [2]. Eq. (2) is known
as the passivity criteria. This equation indicates that increasing
the physical damping ‘‘b’’ in the system increases the achievable
impedances for the system, since it dissipates the energy resulting
from the instability.

b >
KT
2
þ B ð2Þ

There are different techniques in the literature to improve the
stable impedance range for haptic devices. Colgate et al. proposed
passive and active electrical damping to satisfy the passivity
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condition [3,4]. Passive electrical damping employs an electrical
resistance and capacitance in parallel with the motor to generate
frequency dependent damping, but the resistance of the motor
winding limits it. Active electrical damping is proposed to circum-
vent the limitation of the rotor resistance. It produces a continuous
artificial damping proportional to motor velocity for excess energy
dissipation. An analogue input shaper (AIS) is proposed by Lim et al.
to increase the impedance range, which is a nonlinear low-pass fil-
ter and operates as a frequency dependent dissipative element [5].
Adjusting output limiter (AOL) is another technique for stable
haptic interaction [6]. Maximum force is adjusted in this technique
to guarantee the passivity at every sampling, but it suffers from
oscillations for very stiff walls due to the accumulation of past
remaining dissipation in the memory. Ryu et al. [7–9] proposed a
time-domain passivity algorithm including a passivity observer and
controller. This technique requires fast sampling rate for effective
performance, which might not be achieved with complex virtual
environments. Energy bounding algorithm (EBA) is another method
proposed by Kim and Ryu [10,11]. The EBA limits the energy gener-
ation of the sample/hold operator for stable haptic interaction. They
also proposed a force bounding approach (FBA), which makes the
interaction stable for any virtual environment [12]. Another study
is the passive set-position modulation (PSPM) framework proposed
for interactive robotic systems [13]. The PSPM technique modulates
the set-position signal, which is permissible by the available energy

in the system for passivity in such a way that the modulated version
is as close to the real set-position signal as possible for the perfor-
mance [13]. All of these studies improve the stability. However,
the effect of the improved stability on the transparency has not
been investigated. A recent study proposed by Franken et al.
[14,15] is a two-layer control technique which is presented to opti-
mize the transparency and stability of bilateral telemanipulation
systems. This technique splits the control algorithm into two sepa-
rate layers: (1) a transparency layer hierarchically on top and (2) a

Nomenclature

b physical damping of haptic device (N ms/rad for
rotation or Ns/m for translation)

B virtual damping parameter (N ms/rad for rotation or
N s/m for translation)

E0 initial stored energy of the system at the beginning (J)
Fc compensator force (N)
FD desired force (N)
Fd desired actuator force (N)
Fh user hand force (N)
Fm measured force (N)
fmax chirp signal maximum frequency (Hz)
GT transparency transfer function
I device inertia (N ms2/rad)
im motor current (a)
K virtual stiffness parameter (N m/rad for rotation or N/m

for translation)
KC gain of controller-II
Kemf motor back EMF constant (Vs/rad)
Km motor torque constant (Nm/A)
Kp gain of controller-I
L motor inductance (H)
PHPF high pass filter output of motor power (W)
Rm motor resistance (X)
tr response time of particle break (s)
T sampling time (s)
Ta actuator torque reference (N m)
Tc coulomb friction (N m)
Td desired actuator torque (N m)
Tdb desired torque applied by brake in hybrid algorithm

(N m)
Tdm desired torque applied by motor in hybrid algorithm

(N m)
tdur chirp signal duration (s)
Te reference torque calculated in virtual environment

(N m)
Th user hand torque (N m)

TmaxPL allowable maximum torque command in passivity layer
(N m)

TTL transparency layer torque command (N m)
Va motor voltage (V)
VD desired velocity (m/s)
Vh user hand velocity (m/s)
VM output velocity (m/s)
Xamp chirp signal amplitude (rad)
_xh user hand velocity (m/s)
_xd device handle velocity (m/s)
ZD desired impedance (N ms/rad for rotation or N s/m for

translation)
Zd impedance of haptic device (N ms/rad for rotation or

N s/m for translation)
~Zd identified impedance of haptic device (N ms/rad for

rotation or N s/m for translation)
ZM Transmitted impedance (N ms/rad for rotation or N s/m

for translation)
Zh impedance of user hand (N ms/rad for rotation or N s/m

for translation)
Zv impedance of virtual environment (N ms/rad for

rotation or N s/m for translation)
a task divider parameter
â estimated value of task divider parameter
d transition width (rad)
h rotational device position (rad)
_hh user hand velocity (rad/s)
_hd device velocity (rad/s)
sc compensator torque command (N m)
sd desired torque command (N m)
sh resultant torque applied by user hand (N m)
sm torque applied by motor (N m)
UVF(jx) cross power spectral density between the motion input

and force output
UVV(jx) power spectral density of the motion input

Fig. 1. Typical Z-width for a 1-DOF rotational haptic interface.
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